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ALICE ANTWI

ALEXIS ARNETT

Alice Antwi is pursuing a Master of Public Health at the University at Albany, State University of New York. 
Antwi received a Bachelor’s in Public Health with a minor in Psychology from Russell Sage College of Albany. 
She is passionate about improving quality of life for members of underserved communities. Her professional 
interests focus on closing the health and educational disparity gap and removing structural inequities and 
systemic roots of disparities. During her time as an undergraduate student, she served as a peer advisor 
for students in the Higher Education Opportunity Program (HEOP) where she mentored students. Antwi 
continues to serve as a mentor to students in the program. She volunteered at the Area Health Education 
Centers (AHEC) Scholars Program; where she worked with various departments at Whitney Young Center 
(WYC) to provide resources to people from underserved communities and improve access to quality 
healthcare. Antwi’s academic training in public health is complemented by experiential learning experiences 
that strengthened her understating of evidence-based interventions which alleviate social determinants of 
health facing underserved populations. 

Alexis Arnett is a passionate advocate for children and families. She holds a Bachelor of Social Work 
from the University of Utah and a Master of Social Work from Fordham University. Arnett is currently 
completing the Advanced Certificate in Public Policy and Public Administration at CUNY School of Labor 
and Urban Studies. She is a licensed social worker with extensive professional and volunteer experiences 
in the child welfare system. She completed a Seminar in Field Instruction (SIFI) and supervised numerous 
field placements for master level students. She worked at the Ministry of Social Development in Amman, 
Jordan, where she participated in child welfare research projects and volunteered at a local orphanage. 
She served as a home-finder for a foster care agency in New York City and provided licensing and 
trainings to numerous prospective foster parents. Arnett took part in spearheading several important 
initiatives including Pregnant and Parenting Youth and the Youth Leadership Council. Most recently, 
she served as a supervisor of Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA), at Bronx Family Court house. 
During her professional journey, she helped numerous clients navigate complex systems in many arenas 
including housing courts, homeless shelters, public assistance offices, and criminal justice proceedings. 
Arnett’s expertise on the frontlines of child welfare services will serve as a definite asset in informing 
the development and implementation of responsive public policy.   

Field of Study: Social Welfare

Field of Study: Public Health
Policy Field Placement: NYS Office of Mental Health

Policy Field Placement: NYS Office of Children and Family Services



ARNETT

Sujaya Balachandran is pursuing a Master of Arts in Criminal Justice at the University at 
Albany, State University of New York with a concentration in problem solving and analysis. 
Balachandran’s academic interests focus on the intersections of criminal justice and psychology. 
She served as a Youth Justice Institute scholar where she researched social issues affecting 
youth. She is passionate about addressing systematic and structural issues that produce 
inequities in the criminal justice and legal systems in the U.S. for minoritized communities. 
Balachandran is dedicated to illuminating those inequities and contributing to making systems 
more responsive to the needs of disadvantaged and vulnerable populations. She seeks to apply 
her skills in legal research and quantitative analysis to advance progressive public policy 
agendas.  She is also passionate about reproductive rights issues, the South Asian Diaspora, 
languages, linguistics and classical music. 

Alyssa Broome-Quissimisse is pursuing a Master of Public Health at the University at Albany, 
State University of New York with a concentration in health policy and management. She is also 
completing a graduate certificate in Global Health. She holds a Bachelor’s in Health Science 
and Psychology from Wells College. While completing her undergraduate degree, Alyssa 
served as the president of her class, a resident assistant, and a volunteer EMT and firefighter. 
She also started a committee called Students Against Sexual Assault, which aimed to hold 
the administration accountable for providing services to survivors and keeping students safe. 
After graduating, Alyssa served as a Community Health Service Promoter with Peace Corps 
Mozambique. She worked on various projects that included youth development, nutrition, 
malaria, and child marriage prevention.
She served as an intern with the Alliance for Malaria Prevention and the International Federation 
of the Red Cross, completing two multi-country process evaluations focusing on malaria and 
COVID-19 adaptations. Additionally, she completed an internship at RISSE – a local community-
based refugee and immigrant-serving organization in Albany, NY. She has also worked as a 
Graduate Assistant with the School of Public Health Center of Global Health. Alyssa’s passions 
include advocating for international health equity and justice, women and children rights, 
immigration reform, and gender-based violence prevention. 

Field of Study: Public Health

SUJAYA BALACHANDRAN

Field of Study: Criminal Justice
Office of Assembly Member Patricia Fahy

Policy Field Placement: NYS Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence

ALYSSA BROOME-QUISSIMISSE



Karen Chang is pursuing a Master’s in Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies, University at 
Albany, State University of New York. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in Sociology from Chengchi 
University, Taipei, Taiwan. She conducted research on a wide range of social issues including 
healthcare, citizenship, reproductive justice, LGBTQ movement and migrant workers’ rights. 
As a member of the Collective Justice Centre in Ottawa, she also advocated for housing 
rights including prevention of mass eviction and gentrification. Her current research aims to 
elucidate how reproductive technology has changed society and to promote healthcare access 
for women and children. Karen co-runs a podcast which tackles different social issues from a 
feminist lens. She is deeply passionate about employing research as an advocacy tool in the 
movement to eliminate health disparities and advance a health equity agenda.  

A seasoned professional with extensive experience in the nonprofit, private and public sectors, 
Amy Harwood holds a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Michigan, a Master of Social 
Work from Boston University, and a Master of Public Administration from Baruch College’s 
Marxe School of Public and International Affairs, where she was the recipient of the Aaron 
Zweifach Memorial Award for best academic record. Her professional journey spans several 
roles including Social Worker, Communications and Project Management Leader, Legislative 
Fellow for Congresswoman Nydia Velazquez (NY-7), COVID-19 Contact Tracer for the NYS 
Department of Health, and Campaign Aide for State Senator Peter Harckham (SD40). These 
positions have been pivotal in informing her commitment to public service and her dedication 
to contributing to the causes she is most passionate about.  Harwood also donates her time 
as a board member of Wayne State University’s Center for the Study of Citizenship, and as 
a volunteer with Latino U College Access.  Her interests include human rights, equity and 
inclusion, as well as the rights of immigrants and refugees.

Field of Study: Public Administration

KAREN CHANG

Field of Study: Women, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Policy Field Placement: NYS Office of Children and Family Services

Policy Field Placement: NYS Department of Transportation

AMY HARWOOD



Erin Hogan is pursuing a Master’s in International Affairs at the University at Albany 
concentrating in Diplomacy and Global Governance. She holds a Bachelor of Arts from St. 
Lawrence University where she double majored in Government and Psychology and minored 
in Italian Studies. Hogan is deeply passionate about advancing the rights of people to live 
free from violence. Her published paper “Human Security and Feminist Security Approaches 
to Human Trafficking in the Mediterranean” analyzed critical humanitarian approaches to 
ensuring safety and security of migrants in the Mediterranean corridor and combat trafficking. 
She served as an advocate for survivors of sexual assault at the State University of New York’s 
SUNY Got Your Back program. She is a trained rape crisis counselor who has provided services 
to survivors of violence and hopes to use her frontline micro-level advocacy experiences 
to inform macro policies that increase protections for victims.  Hogan also worked as a 
Preparedness Analyst at Preparedness Advisors LLC, an emergency and disaster management 
consulting firm. 

Olivia Morrow is pursuing a Master’s in Public Administration at Rockefeller College of 
Public Affairs & Policy. She received a Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science from 
the University of Binghamton. Most recently, she completed fellowship at the NYS Division 
of Budget which provided a solid grounding in budget analysis and budget development and 
understanding of the legislative process. Morrow applies her deep passion for environmental 
justice, sustainability and food security in her role as a community advocate and organizer. 
Her community work centers on the elimination of food deserts by raising consciousness of 
the structural roots of inequities in under-resourced communities and the implications of 
disinvestments in these communities.   

Field of Study: Public Administration

ERIN HOGAN

Field of Study: International Affairs
Field Policy Placement: Office of NYS Assemblywoman Amy Paulin

Policy Field Placement: New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets

OLIVIA MORROW



Sarah Peter is a journalist from Saint Lucia. She served as a United Nations Journalist Fellow 
and a foreign Correspondent for Reuters and is a member of the Foreign Correspondent. Peter 
conducted foreign reporting all over the world including in Paris, Switzerland, London, New 
York, and the Caribbean. She created two documentary series titled OFF Limits and Global 
Forum. Peter’s journalism has been recognized by the Inter-American Press Association 
and the US Department of State. Her work raised awareness about violence against women 
and girls and called attention to the 2030 United Nations sustainable development goal of 
achieving gender equality and empowerment for women and girls. At a Youth magazine, she 
addressed social issues affecting young people and campaigned against school dropouts. She 
is a graduate of Columbia University and Cardiff University in Wales, United Kingdom. She 
holds a Master’s in International Journalism and Communication and a Master’s in Political 
Science from the University at Albany. Peter hopes to employ her journalistic talents to raise 
consciousness about climate change mitigation policies and practices.

Lauren Prosper is pursuing a doctorate in Anthropology at the University at Albany, State 
University of New York focusing on Cultural Anthropology. Prosper holds a Bachelor of Science 
in Sociology and Anthropology from the University at Albany, State University of New York. She 
is a passionate advocate for ending all forms of violence against women. She served as a Sexual 
Violence Prevention Ambassador at the University at Albany and an organizer of Take Back the 
Night Marches and Rallies. She is a certified educator who served as a Sexual Violence Prevention 
Development and Training Team Leader. Prosper is the recipient of the University at Albany 
President’s Award for Leadership - The Rod Hart Memorial Award and the Returning Woman 
Award for exemplary efforts in sexual violence awareness and prevention. She was awarded the 
2018 Presidential Award for Undergraduate Research at the University at Albany’s 15th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Conference. At the NYS Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence, 
she provided educational programs to raise awareness about the Enough is Enough law. She also 
served as a communication specialist at the National Alliance for Mental Health, a facilitator of 
youth workshops at the Underground Railroad History Project and an intern at the NYS Office of 
Children and Family Services. 

Field of Study: Anthropology

SARAH PETER

Field of Study: Public Administration
Field Policy Placement: NYS Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance

Policy Field Placement: Prevent Child Abuse New York

LAUREN PROSPER



Wenqian Robertson is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Educational Psychology at the University 
of Albany. She holds a Master’s in Curriculum Design and Instructional Technology and a 
Master’s in Educational Psychology from the University of Albany. Her research interests include 
child development, parent-child relationship, and learning science. Most recently, Robertson 
served as a researcher at the Center for Women in Government & Civil Society where she 
applied advanced quantitative analysis skills to studying the issues of the gender pay gap and 
disparities in wage compensation in state and local government. Robertson’s commitment to 
inclusive policies and practices shaped her research work and defined her approach to data 
collection and analyses. She has served as a student leader for several organizations at the 
University at Albany, including the Graduate Student Association (GSA), University Life Council 
(ULC), Graduate Student Employees Union (GSEU). In these roles, she advocated passionately 
for a wide range of issues affecting students including affordable childcare for graduate 
students and access to healthcare services. Robertson brought a level of sensitivity and 
consciousness that is invaluable to her work as a student advocate.  

Shakera C. Tems is currently pursuing a Master’s in Public Administration at the Rockefeller 
College of Public Affairs & Policy with a concentration in Health Policy and Public Management. 
She is also completing two graduate certificates in Women and Public Policy and in Maternal 
and Child Health. She holds an Associate of Arts in Social Sciences with distinction from SUNY 
Westchester Community College and a Bachelor of Arts in Sociology from the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Tems is a passionate advocate for reforming systems that hinder 
women of color’s access to equitable, inclusive, and holistic reproductive healthcare. She 
considers herself a 360° critical thinker who excels in collaborative and interdisciplinary work. 
Her professional experiences are varied and include education, public relations, public health, 
public policy, research, data management, and project operations. Tems is deeply committed 
to employing a public health equity lens in her treatment of social problems and to applying a 
human rights framework in addressing social determinants of health affecting women of color. 
Tems has worked with the March of Dimes, the National Birth Equity Collaborative, and the 
National Institute for Children’s Health Quality (NICHQ) where she contributed to advancing 
maternal health access to women of color. Tems served as the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 
Chair at the Graduate Student Association (GSA). She is the recipient of several academic 
scholarships that recognize her academic excellence. 

Field of Study: Public Administration

WENQIAN ROBERTSON

Field of Study: Educational Psychology
Policy field Placement: NYS Office of Children and Family Services

Policy Field Placement: American College of Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists, District II

SHAKERA C. TEMS


